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A (p, 4, x)-latin rectangle is a rectangular matrix with x symbols in each cell such that each 
symbol occurs at most p times in each row and at most q times in each column. We exploit the 
close correspondence between (p, q, x)-latin rectangles and equitable edge-colourings of certain 
graphs. This paper contains results on existence and various forms of decomposition of such 
rectangles. In a sequel paper embedding is considered. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Generalized latin rectangles 
A latin square of size n x n based on the symbols ml, . . . , a,, is an n x n matrix 
in which each cell is filled by exactly one symbol in such a way that each symbol 
occurs exactly once in each row and exactly cnct: in each column. En this paper, 
and its sequel “Generalized Latin Rectangles II: Embedding”, we deal with a 
generalization of this notion. For positive integers p, 4, x, a partial (p, q, x)-lath 
rectangle is a rectangular matrix in which each cell is filled with at Itlost x symbols 
in such a way that each symbol occurs at most p times in each row and at most 4 
times in each column. A (p, 4, x)-latin rectangle is a partial (p, 4, x)-latin rectangle 
in which each cell is filied by precisely x symbols. An exact (‘9, q, x)-Zatin rectangle 
is a (p, 4, x)-latin rectangle in which each symbol occurs exactly p times in each 
row and exactly 4 times in each column. 
If an exact (p, 4, x)-latin rectangle is based on the symbols (TV, . . . , a,, for some 
positive rational number t then a row contains altogether xpt symbols, counting 
repetitions, so the number of columns is pt and similarly the number of rows is qt; 
this illustrated in Fig. 1. We say that the Yatin rectangle has size qt x pt. Clearly t 
has to satisfy the constraints that xt, pt and 4t are all integers. It is conversely true 
that if p, 4, x are given positive integers, and if t is a positive ration81 such that pt, 
qt, xt are all integers, then there is an exact (p, 4, x)-latin rectangie based on xt 
symbols: this is shown in the next section in Theorem 2.2. 
Throughout the paper, p, 4, x will be given positive integers and t will be a 
given positive rational number such that pt, qt and xt zrre all integers. 
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1.2. Shm sunrnlary of the paper and its sequel 
In this fXifXX (Section 3) we consider methods of formation of exact (p, q, x)- 
latin rcctanglcs. We show, for example, that to each exact (pn, qn, x)-latin 
rcctanglc A on the symbols 1, . . . , m there is an exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle B 
on the symbols I, . . . , mn with the property that A may be obtained from B by 
reducing each qymbcil moduio m. We also show how each exact (mp, nq, mnx)- 
latin rcctangll: may be obtained from an exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle on the same 
symbol; by id certain merging process. 
In a further paper, “Generalized Latin Rectangles II: Embedding”, we consider 
a variety of embedding questions for generalized latin rectangles. We give some 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a (p, q, x)-latin rectangle on the symbols 
4r I.*... fr,, of size I x s to be embeddable in an exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle on 
the same symbols, and we use these results to show, for example, that a 
(p. q. x)-latin rectangle on xl symbols can be embedded in an exact (p, q, x)-latin 
rcctanglc on n symbols whenever n 3 2x1, this result being best possible. We also 
consider the question of filling up a qr x pt matrix symbol by symbol, so as to 
create an exact (p, q. x)-latin rectangle on xt symbols. It is shown that, provided 
the tilling up is done subject to some requirements which are obviously necessary 
then it will never be obstructed and can always be completed to yield an exact 
ip. q. x I-latin rectangle. 
1.3. Syamterry and repetition 
If p = q and the matrix is square, and if each symbol in cell (i, j) occurs tie same 
number of times as it does in cell (j, i) for each poscible i, i, then a (p, q, x)-latin 
rectangle is called a synznzetric (p, p, x)-Zatin syttare. In each section we examin 
.hc analogous questions for symmetric (p, p, x)-latin squares. 
An exact symmetric fp, p, x)-latin square on symbok ol, . . . , a,, can be rep- 
resented graphically in the following way. Let the rows be denoted by pl, . . . , pp,. 
‘Then construct a graph on vertices p,, . . . , pFt in which each vertex is joined to 
each other vertex by x edges, in which each vertex has x loops on it and in which 
the edges are coloured with colours CF,, . . . , crx, in such a way that 
(a) for if i there are k edges between pi and 4 coloured al i,” and only if the 
~ymhoi U! ocurs k times in the (i, j)th cell, and 
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(b) there are k loops on pi coloured C~ if and only if the symbol ml occurs k 
times in the (i, i)th cell. 
An example of such a representation is provided by Example 6 in Section 3.3. 
Using the convention that a loop contributes 1 to the degree of a vertex, then it 
follows that, for each 1, the subgraph whose edges are coloured ol is regular of 
degree p (a p-factor). We shall use this representation frequently. 
’ It might be held that it would be more interesting to study a kind of symmetric 
square corresponding to graphs with no loops. Accordingly, we make the follow- 
ing definition. 
A symmetric (p, p, x)-blocked bin square is a matrix in which the cells on the 
diagonal are empty, the entries are placed symmetrically, each cell not on the 
diagonal has exactly x entries, and each symbol occurs at most p times in each 
row. Partial and exact symmetric (p, p, x)-blocked latin squares have the obvious 
meanings. An exact symmetric (p, p, x)-blocked latin square on xt symbols must 
have pxt entries in each row. Since one cell in each row is empty, it must have size 
(pt + 1) x (pt + 1). Each symbol occurs p (pt + 1) times so because of the symmetry, 
p (pt + 1) has to be even. 
In a partial (p, 4, x)-latin rectangle we may permit repetition of a symbol in a 
cell; in that case we call the partial latin rectangle a partial (p, q, x)&tin rectangle, 
vepetition permitted. If we do not permit repetition then we call it a partin! 
(p, 4, x)-lutin rectangle without repetition. In each section we consider both types of 
latin rectangle; generally results pertaining to the “without repetition” type of 
latin rectangle are more complicated. 
The main tools in our work are a couple of results of de Werra on balanced 
edge-colourings of graphs. We describe these results in Section 2. 
2. Further definitions, the de Werra theorems and the existence of generalized 
latin rectangles 
D.de Werra has published a number of papers [2-61 related to the theme of 
equitable edge-colourings of graphs. We state here those of his results which we 
use. (The same subject was also touched upon by McDiarmid [9] and by Folkman 
and Fulkerson [7].) Then, where possible, we show how de Werra’s results may bc 
used to deduce easily the existence of generalized latin rectang!es. 
A graph G = (V, E) consists of a finite set V = V(G) of vertices and a finite set 
E = E(G) of edges, and each edge either joins two distinct vertices or is a loop; 
several edges may join the same pair of distinct vc:rtices, and several loops may 
occur on the same vertex. Some graphs of particular importance to us are Kz,,,,. 
Ki, and Hi,. The first of these is a bipartite graph with vertex sets U. W such that 
1 UI = nz, 1 WI = n, in which there are x edges joining each u E U to each Y E W, 
and there are no other edges. The second, Ki,, is a graph on III vertices with no 
loops and with x edges joining each pair of distinct vertices. The third, H:,, is a 
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raph on no vertices, with x loops at each vertex. and with x edges joining each 
pair of distinct vertices. Apart from this our grap leery terminology is standard. 
The end of a proof is indicated by the symbol. c3 
An edge-colouring of a graph G with k colours is a partition; of the edges of G 
ir,to k subsets C,, . . . , Ck. If e E G we say that e is coloured Cj. The notation Ci( U) 
denotes the set of edges coloured Cj on the vertex U; thus each loop of Ci on u 
contributes 1 to ICi( U)). Similarly, if u # u, Cj( U, 1)) denotes the set of edges of Ci 
joining vertices u and U, and if u = U, Ci( U, U) denotes the set of loops on M 
coloured Cj. For all vertices u, u E V, let 
and 
is(u) = max 1 ItJu)l- lCj(u)l 1 
1.i 
M-4. u) = man IlC,(u, u)l- Qu, u)lI. 
i.j 
An edge-colouring of G is equitdde if S(u) < i for all u E V; it is balanced if it is 
equitable and also S(u, w) G 1 for all u, w E V. 
This means that for an equitabk edge-colouring with k colours either (G(u)1 = 
@(u)/k) or lCJu)l= [d(u)/kl for each colour Ci and each vertex u, where [zJ 
denotes the lergest integer not greater than z, [zl th& least integer not less than z 
and d(o) = &(u) is the degree of the vertex u in the graph G. Similarly, in a 
balanced edge-ccAouring with k colours we have IC,< u, u)l = [e/k] or IG (u, u)j = 
[e/k1 for each cslour Ci and al! vertices U, u, where e is the number of edges 
joining M and u. 
We may now state the first of de Werra’s theorems [2,4,5]. 
Theorem 2.1. For each k 3 1, a bipartite graph has a balanced edge-colouring with 
k cc;iours. 
From this we deduce the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. There is an exact (p, q, x)-lath rectangle on xt symbols; if t 2 1 the 
hin rectangle may be taken to be without repdtion. 
Proof. By Theorem 2. I, the bipartite graph KG,,, may be given a balanced 
edge-colouring with colours ul, . . . , a,,. kst the independent vertex sets be 
CV I*. - l , pq,}, {c,, - - - 9 c,,,}. Then each vertex pA has xpt/xt = p edges of each colour 
in it. and each vertex cP has q edges of eat!? colour on it. If the total number xt 
of colours is at least as great as the number .JC of edges between any two vertices, 
I.e. if f 2 1, then, from the balance, the colours on those edges are all different. 
Now construct a qt x pt matrix in which cell (A, p) contains symbol ai k times if 
and only if pA is joined to cP by k edges coloured ai. This matrix is an exact 
(p, q, x)-lati97 rectangle on cl,. . . , axl, and, i? t 2 1, it is without repetition. Cl 
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Fig. 3,. 
For non-bipartite graphs one cannot obtain in general such a nice result. 
Furthermore, even if it is possible to gel an equitable colouring with k colours, it 
may not be possible to obtain a balanced colouring with k colours. This is 
illustrated by the graph in Fig. 2. For if this graph is equitably edge-coloured with 
two colours, then each colour class is the union of disjoint circuits, so edges a anb 
b have to have the same colour. This fact motivates our next definition. 
An edge-colouring of G with k colours is nearly balanced if it is equitable and 
also S( u, w) C 2 for all u, w E V. 
By a slight adaptation of another of de Werra’s results we obtain the following 
theorem. 
‘Ikeorem 2.3. Let G be a graph which is regular of degree 2hk, where h and k are 
positive integers. Then G has a nearly balanced edge-colouring with k colours. 
Furthermore, this edge-colouring can be taken to have the additional property that 
at each vertex there is at most one colour occurring on an odd number of loops. 
Proof. For any even positive integer (x 6 2hk, let G, be any loopless graph having 
one vertex of degree 2hk - cy, all other vertices having degree 2hk. For any odd 
positive integer cx < 2hk, let G, be any loopless graph one vertex of degree 
2hk -(Y, another of degkc 2hk - 1, the rest having degree 2hk. 
Now let a graph G’ be obtained from G by doing the following for each vertex 
v of G with a(v) >O loops on it: delete the loops on v and join v to the vertex of 
degree 2hk -o(v) in a Gat,, by LX(V) edges. All the G+) added in this way must 
be mutually disjoint. Then G’ has a ve;rtex of degree 2hk - 1 for each added G,(,, 
with (X(V) odd and all other vertices have degree 2hk; also, G’ is loopless. F’orm 
G” by aidding another copy of G’ and joining corresponding vertices of degree 
2hk - 1 by single edges. Thzn G” is a loopless graph which is regular of degree 
2hk. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
G’ 
Fig. 3. 
It follows from a theorem iit l c c Werstm t 1Ol that G” has an equitable edge- 
colouring with k colours, and then, by a thcirei of de Werra [4, 51, this colouring 
c;in he moditird to yield a nearly balanced edge-calouring of 0 with k eolours. 
<‘lem4y. for cm41 u in G with tu( u)> 0, each cslour occurs on an even number of 
CC&S hctwecn D and the corresponding GUcU ), with possibly one exception, 
‘t’hcrcforc ths cdgc-colouring of G with k ealsurs obtained by giving the Issgs at 
cxh vcrtcx v the eolour~ of the edges joining u ts Gtr,vI, and otherwise using the 
induced colouring. has the required property, ffl 
I~r~~m this WC’ dcducc the following theorem, 
I!%&. Cons&r the graphs Hg, and K i, + l e As explained in the introduction, an 
exact symmetric (;I, /I, x)-Latin square corresponds to an equitable edge-colouring 
of H;,, and an exact symmetric !p p, x)-blocked latin square corresponds to an 
cyuitshlc edge-colouring of K$+ Ie But both I-!;‘,, and K;,,, have degree p(xf); 
cincc \J is cvcn it follows from Theorem 2.3 that such edge-colourings exist. U 
‘I’hc following thcoicm cannot be proved in this way but we give it here for 
completeness. 
Proof. This follows from the constructions of Section 3.1. q 
3. Methods of construction 
In :huh (section we give some simple methods by which exact (p, q, x)-tatin 
rcctar@c\ may he formed, and also discuss he question of whether a given exact 
4 p. cg. x b-kin rectangle codd have been j,lerived by these methods. Some of 
the\cs results could be gt:nsrali;red to partial 1 p. y, x)-latin rectangles in a way which 
i\ not completely trivial, but the generalizations we have looked at are not 
difiicult and are omitted here. 
give cxpii& constructions of exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangles, exact 
t39wali2cd tafin rfxtangks t: conatrucllon & dtwm:i;sdiian 
Fig 4, 
symmetric (p, p, x)-latin squares and exact symmetric (p, p, x)-blocked latin 
squares, all on xt symbols ard all without repetition if r 2 1, 
Consider first the case of an exact (p, 4, x)-latin rectangle on symbols 
01 r I . . , ~g;,. We fill in a qt x it matrix by filling in the first row in a very natural 
way: if f a 1, put symbols CT~, . . . , a, in the first cell, if t 3 2 then put cr,, I, . . . , t-rzx 
in the next cell, etc. If, at a certain stage (the fil1ir.g of the first cell if I < l), there 
are not enough symbols to fill a cell, fill it as much as possible with symbols 
. . . , CQ,, then carry on with gl, . . . , q so that altogether x symbols are placed in 
each cell. Continue in the next cell with ICT 1+1, and so on. Then fill the next row by 
permuting the contents of the cells cyclically Fig. 4 shows the process. 
It is obvious that the ptx occurrences in the first row (and therefore in any other 
row) will consist of each of the xt symbols occurring p times. Also, each symbol 
will occur exactly 4 times in each column. It is also clear that if t a 1 we have 
obtained an exact (p, 4, x)-latin rectangle without repetition. 
If p = 4 the construction gives an exact symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square. 
Example 1 shows a cyclic exac: generalized latin rectangle and square, respec- 
tively, the first bemg with repetition, the second without. 
Example 1. Fig. 5 shows an exact (6,3,6)-latin rectangle on 4 symbcls and an 
exact symmetric (2, 2, 2)-latin square on 5 symbols. 
12 3'3 4 1 123341 
412 2 3 4 412234 
Fig. 5. 
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Wc find it useful at this place to srate the following result. 
Thmrehn 3.1.1. TItcrc is art exacl syfr~n~efric (p, p, x)-latirz square on xt symbols 
wk~rc each symbol occurs exactly p times on the diagonal, if and only if p(pt + 1) is 
eim. If this is the case and 1 2 1 there is such a square without repetition. 
Roof. If some symbol occurs exactly p times on the diagonal of an exact 
symmetric (p, p. x)-iatin square, then it occurs exactly p*t - p times off the 
diagonal. By the symmetry, this number must be even, and so p*t - p+2p = 
plpt + 1) is even. 
Cbnversciy. suppose p(pt + 1) is even. Let A be a cyclic exact symmetric 
(1~. p. x)-iatin square on xr symbols obtained as described above. Then A has size 
\Il rl pt. 
If pt is even the cells of the diagonal of A contain the same symbols as the 
the zclis t 1, 11, t 1,3), . . . , ( I, pr), ( 1,2), ( 1,4), . . . , ( I, pt - 1 ), i.e., ail the cells of 
the Grst row of A. Therefore each symbol occurs p times on the diagonal of A. 
‘This iiiustratc*d by the square of Example 1. 
If pt is even the ceils of the diagonal of A contain the same symbols as the 
cells (i, I,. (H),.,., (Lpt-l), (190, (W,..., (1, pt - 1). In this case p is 
cvc’n. and since xt divides $ pf l x the top left-hand submatrix of A of size $pt x $pt 
is a cyclic exact symmetric ($, jp, x)-iatin square B on the same xt symbols. An 
identical submatrix is in the bottom right-hand corner of A. If ipt is odd then, by 
what was Just proved, B contains each of the xt symbols sp times on the diagonal; 
thorcforc the diagonal of A contaks each symbol p times. The first square of 
Example 2 below illustrates this. If $pt is even we cannot be sure that B contains 
each symbol ip times on the diagonal. The second square of Example 2 shows 
that this CLZII fail. Therefore we construct a new exact symmetric @I, p, x)-iatin 
square A’ by permuting the rows of f3 in the top left-hand corner of A one step 
cyclicail> so that the second row becomes the top row. It is easy to see that A* is 
symmctkic. and its diagonal ceils contain the same as, in order, cells (1,2), 
C-I,...., O.;pr), (1,2), (L4),. .., (I&), (1, l), (1,3), . . .q (l,pt-1) of A. 
Since ceils 0.2), (1,4),. . ., ( 1, $pt) contain the same symbols a*< ceils ( 1, ipt + 2), 
O.;pl”-k_.. ( 1, pt) these ceils correspormd to ail cells of the first row of A, so 
the diagonal of A” does contain each symbol exactly p times. 
It k char that if I 3 1 ail the squares described are without repetition. q 
Remark. Exact symmetric (p, p, x)-iatin sqll!ares with the diagonal property stated 
in Theorem 3.1 .I may be considered generalizations of symmetric idempotent 
iatin squares; the result is a generalization of the well known fact that a symmetric 
idempotent iatin square on n symbols exists if and only if n is odd. 
Example 2. Fig. 6 shows cyclic exact symmetric (p, p, x)-latin squares with pt and 
p cvcn. a~>d the derived “idempotent” sq;:sre in the case where 4 divides pt. 
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Fig. 6. 
NOW suppose that p(pf + 1) is even. Then we can construct an exact symmetric 
(p, p, x)-blocked latin square on xt symbols in the following way: take an exact 
symmetric (9, p, x)-latin square on xt symbols in which each symbol occurs exactly 
p times on the diagonal, add a new row and a new column, and place, for each 
i (1 s i G pt) the symbols of cell (i, i) in cell (i, pt + 1) and cell (pt + 1, i); finally 
delete all diagonal occurrences. If t 2 1 we have obtained an exact symmetric 
(p, p, x)-blocked latin square without repetition. 
Example 3 shows “semi-cyclic” exact symmetric (p, p, x)-blocked Win squares 
obtained in this way from the appropriate squares of Examples 1 and 2. 
Example 3. See Fig. 7. 
3.2. Superposition of rectangles. 
If A is an exact (pl, ql, xl)-latin rectangle on the symbols u,, . . . , ax,,, and B is 
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an exact (pZ9 q2, x2)-latin rectangle of the same size on the same symbols then by 
superimposing A and B we obtain an exact (pl + p2, q1 + q2, x1 + x2)-latin 
r,ctangle C. 
Consider the following example :
Xxample 4. See Fig. 8. l-kre C is obtamed by superimposing A and B; C is 
symmetric but A and B are not. Although ;5 and B are without repetition, C has 
repetition in a ceil. The square B cannot be formed by superimposing two exact 
( 1, 1, t )-latin squares, because if it were one would have to have the top row 
( I. 3,2,4), but then no second row is possible. 
If A is an exact (p, q, x,)-latin rectangle 3n the symbols (TV, . . . , m,:,, and B is an 
exact (p. 1. x,)-latin rectangle on the symblols Go,,+,, . . . , ~~~~~~~~ of the same size, 
then bv ‘ superimposing A and B we obtain an exact (p, q, x1 + x2)-latin rectangle. 
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Fig. 8. 
The (2,2,2)-latin square Z3 of Example 4 curnot be formed by superimposing 
two exact (2,2, l)-latin squares on disjoint sets of symbols because each of the 
pairs { 1,2), { 1,3}, {2,3} occur in some cell. 
New (p, q, x)-latin rectangles can also be formed by placing others next to each 
other. 
3.3. Identification of symbols (,or module m reduction). 
If A is an exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle on the symbols cl, . . . , ox, and if m and 
n are positive integers such that mn = xt then we may form an exact (pn, qn, x)- 
latin rectangle B by identifying symbols oi and cj whenever i = j (mod m). We 
may assume Z3 is on the symbols ul, . . . , a,. We call Z3 the module m reduction of 
A. 
Example 5. See Fig. 9. 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let B be an exact (pn, qn, x)-latin rectangle, repetition permitted, 
on the symbols ul, . . . , a,, for some positive integers m, n. Then B is the module m 
reduction of an exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle A on symbols (TV,. . . , a,,,,. Zf no 
symbol occurs more than n times in any cell of B then A can be taken to be without 
repetition. 
Roof. Let t’= m/x. Then B has qnt’ rows and pnt’ columns. For each symbol aP 
construct a bipartite graph GP whose vertex sets are {p,, . . . , pqnrn), {c,, . . . , c,,,,~}, 
and where pi is joined to cj by k edges if and only if the symbol 0, occurs k times 
in cell (i, j). Then pi has degree pn and cj has degree qn ; if no symbol occurs more 
.-- . 
‘23 ‘23 ‘3? ‘2, 
‘23 ‘23 j22 ‘33 
1 
B 
Fig. 9. 
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2 1 1 
3 2 3 
1 3 1 
2 3 2 
‘1 1 2 
3 2 3 
Fig. 10. 
than n times in any cell of B then no two vertices are joined by more than n 
edges. 
Now, for each cc, give GP a balanced edge-colouring with the n colours 
(Up, l),.** (Q n). Such a colouring exists by Theorem 2.1. Then construct an 
exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle A on symbols (up, v) (1~ p s m, 1 s v =Z n) by 
placing symbol (a,, v) in cell (i, j) k’ times, where k’ is now the number of edges 
coloured (a,, v) joining pi and cj in balanced colouring of GP. Then A is wifhouf 
repetition if no symbol occurred more than n times in B. 0 
Corolky 3.3.2. Let B be c;n exact (p, p, x)-latin square, repetition permitted, on the 
symbols ul, . . . , a,,. 7%en B is the module m reduction of an exact (1, 1, x)-latin 
square A. 
The analogous result for exact symmetric (pn, pn, x)-latin squares is not true. 
For if B is such a square on the symbols (rl, . . . , cn, then B may not be the 
modulo m reduction of an exact symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square A. Thus in 
Example 6, B is not the modulo 3 reduction of an exact symmetric (1, 1,2)-latin 
square, since the symbol 1 cannot be replaced by two symbols, each placed 
symmetrically., and each occurring once in each row and column. 
Example 6. Fig. 10 shows an exact symmetric (2,2,2)-latin square with the 
corresponding edge-coloured graph. 
However. if p is an even integer the:? the analogous result is “almost” true. 
%lmost”, because if no symbol occurs more than n times it may not be possible 
to make each cell of A to have no repetition, but we can ensure that no cell 
contains any element more than twice. In Example 7, 113 is an exact symmetric 
(4,4,2)-latin square which is the module 2 reduction of an exact symmetric 
(2.2,2)-latin square, but not of one without repetition in a ceil. This may be seen 
dirccily or by considering the equitable edge-colourings with two colours of the 
graph riPown in Example 7. 
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Fig. 11. 
Example 7. Fig. 11 shows an exact symmetric (4,4,2)-latin square with the graph 
corresponding to the symbol 1. 
Theorem 3.3.3. Let B be an exact symmetric (2np, 2np, x)-latin square, repetition 
permitted, on the symbols ol, . . . , CT,,, for some positive integers m, n. Then B is the 
modulo m reduction of an exact symmetric (2p, 2~7, x)-Zatin square A, repetition 
permitted, on symbols ol, . . . , cr,,,,. If no symbol OCCURS more than n + 1 times in 
any cell of B then, in A, no cell need have any element in it more than twice. 
Proof. Let t’ = w/x. Theu B has 2npt’ rows. For each symbol aP construct a graph 
G, whose vertex set is (p,, . . . , pZnprf} in which, for i # i, pi is joined to pi by k 
edges, where k is the number of times oP occurs in the celi (i, j), and pi has k’ 
loops on it, where k’ is the number of times aP occurs in the cell (i, i). Then pi has 
degree 2;2p (remember that a loop contributes 1 to the degree of a vertex). If no 
symbol occurs more than n + 1 times in any cell of B then no two distinct vertices 
are joined by more than n + 1 edges, and no vertex has more than n + 1 loops on 
it. 
Now, for each t_c, give GP a nearly balanced edge-colonring with colours 
(a,, I), ’ l - 9 (CT*, n); such a colouring exists by Theorem 2.3. Then construct an 
exact symmetric (2p, 2p, x)-latin square A on symbols (a;, V) (1 s p s HI, 
1 s v s n) by placing symbol (Q v) in cell (i, j) k” times, where k” is the number 
of edges coloured (c+ v) joining pi and pj in the nearly balanced edge-colouring 
of GP, or, if h = j, the number of loops coloured (Q v) on pi. Then A has no 
symbol occurring more than twice in any cell if no symbol occurred more t%n 
n + 1 times in B. El 
Remark. We can assume that, for each i, the number of symbols which occur in the 
diagonal cell (i, i) in B an odd number of times is equal to the number of .symbols 
which occur in (i, i) in A an odd number of times. 
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Fig. 12. 
1 2 1 1 1 1 
223 I 2 2 3 
122 1 1 2 
333 2 2 3 
1 1 1 123 
233 3 3 3 
B 
123 
3 3 3 
1 1 1 
2 3 3 
1 1 2 
222 
M elf Rewk, Apply the second part of Theorem 2.3 to the nearly balanced 
cdgc-colourings of each GP. Then, for any vertex u, if the number of loops on u in 
G,, is odd (even), then exactly one (none, respectively) of (o;, l), . . . , (a,, n) will 
occur on an odd number of loops on o. 0 
Coronary 3.3.4. Let Z3 be an exact symmetric (2p, 2p, x)-latin square, repetition 
prmitted, on the symbols ul, . . . , a,,,. Then B is the module m reduction of an exact 
symmetric (2,2, x)-latin square, repetition permitted. 
WC finally consider exact symmetric (p, p, x)-blocked latin squares. Here the 
situation is very similar to that for exact symmetric latin squares. An exact 
symmetric (pn, pn, x)-blocked latin square on xt symbols need not be the modulo 
xt reduction of an exact symmetric (p, p, x)-blocked latin square, not even if we 
assume that p(pt + 1) is even (which would obviously be necessary). But we have 
the following theorem, whose proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 3.3.3. 
TBeQsem 3.3.5. Let Z3 be an exact symmetric (2np, 2np, x)-blocked latin square, 
repetition permitted, on the symbols ul, . . . . u,,, for some positive integers m, n. Then 
B is the rnodulo m reduction of an exact symmetric (2p, 2p, x)-blocked latin square 
A, repetition permitted, on symbols (TV, . . . T o,,,,,. Zf no symbol occurs more than 
n + 1 times in any cell of B then, in A, no cell need have any element in it more 
than twice. 
tiolky 33.6. Let B be an exact symmetric (2p, 2p, x)-blocked latin square, 
repetition permitted, on the symbols ul, . . . . o,. Then B is the modulo m reduction 
of an exact symmetric (2,2, x)-blocked lat in square, repetition permitted. 
3.4. Zdentifkation of vertices (or merging adjacent cells). 
Let A be an exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle of size qt x pt. Let qt = mr, pt = ns, 
where t12. n, r, s are positive integers. Assume that the cells are numbered (i, j), 
i= 1,2 l . . . . qt,j=1,2 ,..., pt- Then from .,Q we can form an exact (mp, nq, mnx)- 
latin rcct rngIe B of size r x s by merging cells (iI, jl) and (i,, j2) whenever 
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[it/ml = [izlml and [jllnl = [j&z1 ; th us each new cell ~,f B is formed by 
merging all cells in an m x n block of cells of A. We call B the (m, n)-merger of 
A. 
Example 8. Fig. 12 shows an exact (3,2,1)-latin rectangle and its (2,3)-merger. 
Theorem 3.4.1. Let B be an exact (mp, nq, mnx)-latin rectangle, repetition permit- 
ted, where m and n are positive integers. Then B is the (m, n)-merger of an exact 
(p, q, x)-latin rectangle A. If no symbol occurs more than mn times in any cell of B 
then A can be taken to be without repetition. 
Proof. First we show that B is the (m, 1).merger of an exact (p, nq, nx)-lath 
rectangle C, and that, if no symbol occurs more than nm times in any cell of B, 
then no symbol need occur more than n times in any cell of C Essentially the 
same argument hen shows that C is the (1, n)-merger of an exact (p, q, x)-latin 
rectangle A, and that, if no symbol occurs more than n times in any cell of C, then 
no symbol need occur more than once in any ce? of A. 
Let the symbols of B be {u,, . . . , a,} and Izt + = p/mnx. Then B has nq3/ rows 
and mp$ columns. For each row pi (i = 1, . . . - nq#) we construct a bipartite graph 
Gi whose vertex sets are {cl,. . , , c~,,,~}, {q, , . . , 0;) by joining c, to ai by k 
edges, where k is the number of times aj occurs in cell (i, v). Then each vertex c, 
has degree mnx and each vertex aj has degree mp. We now give Gi a balanced 
edge-colouring with colours K~, . . . , K,. Then each vertex c, has nx edges of each 
colour on it, and each vertex Uj has p edges of each colour on it. 
We now construct C as follows: for each i, j, V, a put symbol cri in cell 
(.(i - l)m + cy, V) k’ times, where k’ is the number of times c, is joined to Oj by an 
edge coloured rc, in Gi* The number of entries in cell ((i - 1)m + ayt V) is then the 
number of edges on c, coloured rc,, namely nx, and the number of times a1 occurs 
in row (i - l)m + Q! of C is the number of edges on 01 coloured rc,, namely p. The 
requirement concerning the maximum number of occurrences of any symbol in 
any cell of C also follows easily from the bafanced colouring. 0 
Corollary 3.4.2, Zf pq 1 x then an exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle, repetition permitted, 
is the ip, q)-merger of an exact (1, 1, x/pq)-latin rectangle. 
CO~OIIIUY 3.4.3. Zf m, n, r are positive integers then an exact (mr, nr, tnn)-fatin 
rectangle B, repetition permitted, on symbols ol, . . . , up may be formed by modulo 
r~ reduction of an exact (1, 1, I)-latin square, foilowed by an (m, n)-merger [or 
these operations may be performed in the reverse order]. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.4. l., B is the (m, n)-merger of an exact (r, r, l)-latin square 
C, and, by Corollary 3.3.2, C is the modulo p reduction of af: exact (1, 1, 1).latin 
square. 
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The two operations, modulo p reduction and (m, &merger, clearly commute, 
and this justifies the final remark. 0 
If A is an exact symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square of size pt x pt and if m is a 
positive integer such that MZ 1 pt, then the (m, m)-merger B of A is clearly an exact 
symmetric (mp, mp, m*x)-latin square. The number of distinct symbols which 
occur an odd numb< r of times in any given diagonal cell of B is at most mx, since 
each such symbol must occur in one of the corresponding diagonal cells of A. The 
next theorem is a converse ot this. 
‘IIeorem 3.44. Let B be an exact symmefric (mp, mp, m*x)-lafin square, repetition 
permitfed, for some positive integer m. Then B is the (m, m)-merger of an exact 
aymmefric (p, p, x)-latin square, repefition permitted, if and oitly if at most mx 
dis~incf symbols occur an odd number of times in any given diagonal cell of B. 
ploof, The necessity of the condition is explained just before the statement of the 
theorem. To prove the sufficiency. Let B be on symbol set S = {u,, l . . , a,} and 
assume that i3 has size I x 1. The proof proceeds inductively. Suppose that we have 
completed n z= 0 stages, and that we are at the (n + l)th stage, where n. = rm + s, 
s s m - 1, To explain our induction hypothesis it will be helpful to look at 
Fig. 13. 
In Fig. 13 the thick lines correspond to the cells Bii ( 1 s i, j s I) of B. Rows 
i l **=. randcolumns l,..., r of B have each been subdivided into m rows and m 
columns respectively. Row r+ 1 and column r + 1 of B have been subdivided into 
s + 1 rows and s + 1 columns respectively (possibly with more symbols in tht 
(5 + 1 )th row and column respectively than in the others-see explanation below). 
Let A d~~otc the matrix formed at this stage. Let its cells be denoted by aij 
(‘li’-= l,... r1+l--r,i= I,..., rt+I-r) and let the rows be pI,...,pn, P”+~, 
$4 .z. . l . . Up 
As our induction hypothesis we assume that A is symmetric. We also assume 
that each symbol occurs p times in each of pl, . . . . p,,, (m - s)p times in pn+ 1 and 
rlitp times in rows u~+~, . . . , uf. We assume that cells aij (1 s i, i s n) of A each 
contain x symbols. that cells aii ( 1~ i s n, j = n + 1) contain (m - s)x symbols, that 
cells a,, ( 1 < i S il. II + 2 <i G n + I - II,) contain SIZX symbols, that cell an+l_n+l, which 
WC shall denote 5y C contains (m - s)*x s;!mbols, that cells aij (i = n + 1, n + 2 s 
+rt*l-r) contain (II:- s)mx symbols, an \ that the cells a, (n + 2 s i, i =G n + I - 
K) each contain &x ,f,ymbols. We finally assume that C has at most (nz - s)x 
s;Jmbols occurring in ik an odd number of times and that each aii (n + 2 < i s n + 
I- H has at most mx symbols occurring an odd number of times. 
This induction hypothesis is clearly satisfied for n = 0, and its truth for n = ml 
clearly implies the theorem. 
If s = rn - 1 then put tg’ = n + 1, r’ = r + 1 and S’ = 0. The description we have 
just given then applies with n’, r’, s’ instead of n, r, s and the induction step is 
complete Therefore suppose s < rn - 1. 
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Our object is to split row pn+ 1 into one row, to be called px+ ,, in which each 
symbol occurs p times, and another, to be called P:+~, in which each symbol 
occurs (nz - s - 1)~ times. Similarly column n + 1 will be split so as to produce a 
symmetric square such that, if we put n’ = tz + 1, r’ = r, s’ = s + 1, then the 
induction hypothesis is true with n’, r’, s’ instead of n, r, s. 
To this end we construct a bipartite graph G whose independent vertex sets are 
{p,, l ’ * 9 p,,, co, cl, u,+~, . . . , UJ and h, l . . , uw}. The edges are as follows. Vertices 
pi, aj are joined by k edges, where k is the number of times gi occurs in cell 
an+l.i* Vertices co, Uj are joined by an edge if anc$/ only if Uj occurs an odd number 
of times in cell C. Vertices ct, 01 are joined b;y 2 [$k’] edges, where k’ is the 
number of times Uj occurs in cell C. Finally the vertices Ui, Uj nre joined by k” 
edges if k” is the number of times aj occurs in cell a,,+ I.~~+i-rs Then d(pi) = 
(WZ -s)x, d(Mi)=(n~-s)mx, d(c,)s(m -s)x, d(~,,)+d(cl)=(m -s)“x. and d(uj) rz 
(nz - s)p. 
We now give G a balanced edge-colouring with VP - s colours. We then choose a 
colour class X which contains [d(c,,)/( m - s)l edges on co. The cells of pE+ I, pT+ z 
will be as illustrated in Fig. 14. 
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v, Vl fr+2 
vz ‘3 %+2 
a* n+Z,n 
Here the four cells q,, o,, u2, o3 will be a subdivision of C, but otherwise each 
Fig. 14. 
vertical pair of cells will be a subdivision of a cell of pn+ 1. For 1 s i s n, 1 s j s w, 
put symbol q into cell u:+,.~ h times, where h is the number of edges of X which 
join pi to uj; put the remaining symbols from a”+l,i into Uz+z,i_ Then Uz+l,i 
receives x symbols (counting repetitions) and az+z,i receives (m - s - 1)x symbols. 
Similarly, for r i- 2 <id, put symbol oj into fi h’ times, where h’ is the 
number of edges of X which join 4 to Uj, and put the remaining symbols of the 
cell of A corresponding to fi and gi (cell a, + l+n+i-r of A) into gi* Then fi receives 
MU symbols and gi receives (m - s - 1) mx symbols. 
Put all symbols joined by edges of X to co into the cell zlo. The number of such 
edges is [d(c,,)/( III- s)l s [(m - s)x/( m - s)l = x. The number of edges of X on co 
and cl together is (m - s)x, because d(c,) + d(q) = (m - S)~X and because all 
vertices other than co and cl have degrees divisible by m - s. Assign some 
(possibly nonej of the corresponding symbols to z)~ so that there are in all x 
symbols (counting repetitions) in u. and assign the rest to u,; then there are 
(HI-- s- 1)x symbols in ul. 
Since each symbol Oj has exactly p edges of X on it, it can now be seen that 
each symbol occurs exactly p times in row pz+ 1. 
Observe that each symbol vertex is joined to cl by an even number of edges in 
G. We have assumed that m - s 2 2, so if a symbol vertex aj is joined to cl by k 
edges of X then, from the balance, there are at least k further edges joining cl to 
a,. Therefore u,! may be filled with the same symbols as ul, each symbol occurring 
the Pame number of times in the two cells. The remaining symbols of C are placed 
in r+ so that each symbol occurs the same number of times in C as it does in 
c’(,, tzl. u2 and u3 altogether. It now follows that each symbol occurs (m - s - 1)~ 
times in pzis. 
We then sp!it the corresponding co1un.n the same way so as to produce a 
symmetric ma? rix. 
In order to complete the induction step it is only now necessary to verify that 
‘33 dots not contain more than (m - s - 1)x symbols occurring in it an odd number 
of times. 
Let 03 be the number of symbols which occur an odd number of times in u3. 
Then. wr’iing d(c,,)=cu(nt--s)+p, where lsp~m-~ (SO that 0+x-1), we 
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have 
9,~d(c,)-(~l+(.r-1~1) 
d(Q) =&)+x-2 - 
1 1 f?l-S 
=cw(m--s)+P+x-2(a+l) 
=cr(m-s-22)+p+x-2 
S(x-l)(m-s-2)+m-s+x-2 
= x(m-s-l), 
as required. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.4.4. D 
Corollary 3.4.5. Zj p2 1 x, then an exact symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square, repetition 
permitted, with at most xJp distinct symbols occurring an odd number of times in any 
given diagonal cell, is the (p, p)-merger of an exact symmetric (I, 1, x/p2)-latin 
square. 
Corollary 3.4.6. Zf B is an exact symmetric (2rm, 2rm, 4m2)-latin square, repetition 
permitted, on symbols ol, . . . , up for some positive integers r, m, p, and if no 
diagonal ceY of B contains more than 2m distinct symbols occurring an odd number 
of times, then B can be obtained from an exact symmetric ( 1, 1, 1).latin square by a 
(2m, 2m)-merger followed by modulo I_C reduction (or these operations may be 
performed in the reverse order). 
Proof. By the remark after Theorem 3.3.3, B is the modulo p reduction of an 
exact symmetric (2m, 2m, 4m2)-latin square A in which no diagonal cell contains 
more than 2m distinct symbols occurring an odd number of times. By Corollary 
3.4.5, A is the (2m, 2m)-merger of an exact symmetric (1, 1, l)-latin square C. 
The final remark follows since the two operations clearly commute. 0 
Let B be an exact symmetric (p, p, m2)-latin +iare, repetition permitted, in 
which no diagonal cell has &more than m distinct symbols o::curring an odd number 
of times. Corollary 3.4.6 states that if m is even, then B can be obtained by 
merging and reduction from an exact symmetric (1, 1, 1)-latin square Frovided 
that m 1 p. If m is odd this is not true. In fact the best general result cNe can get in 
that case is that B can be obtained by merging and reduction from an exact 
symmetric (2,2, 1)-latin square provided that 2m 1 p. This is proved in Corollary 
3.4.7. 
Corollary 3.4.X Zf B is an exact symmetric (2rm, 2rm, m2)-latin square, repetition 
permitted, on symbols ol, . . . , aP for some positive integers r, m, EL, and if no 
diagonal cell of B contains more than m distinct symbols occurring an odd number 
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of times, therl B can be obtained from an exact symmetric (2,2, I)-latin square by 
an (m, nt )-merger followed by module p reduction (or these operations may be 
performed in the reverse order). 
Proof. The two operations clearly commute. By Theorem 3.4.4, B is the (m, m)- 
merger of some ex2ct symmetric (2r, 2r, 1)-latin square A, and, by Corollary 
3.3.4, A is the modulo p reduction of an exact symmetric (2,2,1)-latin 
square. Cl 
As remarked earlier, an exact symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square A of size pt x pt 
corresponds to an equitable colourirag of HXpr (and if A is without repetition, then 
tkc colouring is balanced). If m 1 pt, then the (m, m)-merger of A corresponds to 
forming an equitable colouring of M$G by merging sets of m vertices of H”,,, 
without losing any edges. [In this merging process, an edge of some colour 
between two vertices which are to be merged gives rise to two loops of that colour 
on the vertex resulting from the merger.] An example of a (2,2)-merger of an 
equitably coloured Hi yielding an equitably coloured Hz is given in Fig. 15. 
Theorem 3,4,4 then has the following attractive formulation: 
Chrohy 3.4.8. Aily equitable coburing of H$i with xt colours such that, at any 
@vet2 vertex not more than mx distinct colours occur on an odd number of loops, can 
be formed by merging sets of m vertices of some HXpr which is equitably coloured with 
xl colours. 
Now again suppose that A is an exact symmetric (p, p, x)-latirr square of size 
pi x pt on the symbol set S and that m is a positive integer such that m 1 pt, and 
c - 
Fig. “15. 
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again let B be the (m, m)-merger of A. However this time suppose A is without 
repetition. Then in B no symbol occurs more than m2 times in any cell. 
Furthermore, let ri(a) be the number of times thi: symbol c occurs in the (i, i)-th 
cell of B, and put Hi(c)= m2- mi(a). Let 
and 
zi ={cES 1 ni(a)am and mi(a) is odd} 
=(~ESI~i(~)~m and Q(a)+m(mod2)}. 
Each symbol which occurs an odd number of times in a diagonal cell of B 
occurs in at least one of the corresponding diagonal cells of A, and each symbol 
which occurs more than m2 - m times in a diagonal cell of B occurs in at least 
7ri(U)--(m2- Vn) = m - n,(a) of the corresponding diagonal cells of A. Therefore, 
for each i (1 G i s pt), 
C (m-IZi(C))+IZi)sWIX. 
UGYj 
Similarly, let 
yi={UESI 7ri(U)<F?I} 
and 
Zi=(aES( ?ri(O) 2 IN and sDi<cr) is odd) 
=(aES( Ti(a)am and ni(a)fm (mod2)). 
Each symbol occurring in the (i, i)th cell of B with Vi(a) $ m (mod 2) occurs in 
at most m - 1 of the corresponding dia,gonal cells of A, and each symbol occurs in 
at most wi(a) of the corresponding cells of A. Hence 
x mi(C)+(WZ-l)/Zi(+m (Sj(yiUZi)(al?ZX 
UEYi 
which can be rewritten 
The next theorem is a converse of these observations. 
Theorem 3.4.9. Let B be an exact symmetric (mp, mp, m2x)-latin square on 
symbol set S for som.e positive integer m. Then B is the (m, m)-merger of an exact 
symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square without repetition if and only if 
no symbol occurs more than m2 times in any cell of B., 
and for each i, 
(1) 
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Roof. The necessity of the conditions is explained in the remarks preceding the 
theorem. 
The proof of the sufficiency of conditions (1) and (2) proceeds in a way similar 
to the proof of Theorem 3.4.4, so we confine ourselves to pointing out the 
differences. 
The induction hypothesis is the same except for the following additions and the 
following change concerning the cell C. We assume that cells a, (1 G i s n, 
1 ~j s 11) are without repetition, that in each cell aij (1 G i s n, j = n + 1) no 
symbol occurs more than m -C-S times, that in cells aij (16 is n, n + 2sj s 
H + I - r) no symbol occurs more than m times, that in cells aij (i = n + 1, n + 2 G 
j g n + 2 - r) no symbol occurs more than (m - s) m timer, and that in each cell 
Q,, (n+2G:Gn+I-r, n+2Gjsn+l-r) no symbol occurs more than m2 times. 
In addition, for the cells Bii (r + 2. G i G I) condition (2) of the theorem is assumed. 
For C, we still assume that C contains (m - S)~X symbols, but we now assume that 
no symbol occurs more than (m - s)~ times in C and that C satisfies the followiyg 
condition corresponding to condition (2) of the theorem: 
2: (i,~--s-n,(u))+~z,l~<m-S)X~JSI~m-s)- c (m-s-~cb))-lz,I 
NE Y‘ @GYC 
where (3) 
?r,(a) is the number of occurrences of symbol o in C, 
I&(O) = (m - s>~ - n,(u), 
y,=[aES) ?r,(a)Cm-s), 
Y,=(VESII7=(a)<m-s}, 
r,={u~S~?r,(a)~m - s and ‘TT,(u) $ m - s (mod 2)), 
2, = {a E S 1 I&(o) 3 m - s and q(o) is odd}. 
This completes the description of the induction hypothesis. 
Note that ‘Y,_ n y, = 1. 
We again as!sume that m -s 2 2. 
before we can state the modifications to the graph G we need some observa- 
tions. 
For eack q E:. S, let 
and 
if Cj E Yc, 
U(Wj) = ’ if aj E Zc, 
otherwise. 
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Then it is straightforward to verify (4) (remembering that Y, n y, = 8): 
P(Uj) E Tc(Uj) E U(gj)(mod 2) 
Ptffj) s u(cj) I 
for all Uj E S. 
We also have 
0 
f P(oj)stm 
j=l 
--,:)xs 2 U(aj) and (m-s)xs f P(nj)(mod2), (5) 
j=l j-1 
because the first part is just a reformulation of (3), and 
(RZ-S)X~(m-S)2X= f WJCj)s ’ P(Uj), by (4). 
j=l jC* 
It follows from (4) and (5) that we can choose a function e, on S with the 
properties: 
2 eJUj)=(m-S)X, (6) 
B(uj) s eo(Uj) s U(Uj) 
P(gj) E Q(Uj) E U(Uj)\ (mod 2) I for all Uj E S. 
Let e, be any such function and put e&q) rl rc(ej) - co(cj). By (4) and (6), e,(q) 
is even for each aj. 
Now, the construction of the bipartite graph G is the same as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.4.4 except for the edges incident with co and cl. These are as follows: 
each aj is joined to co by co(cj) edges and to cl by el(cj) edges. 
Note that in G the degree of co is exactly (m - s)x (by (6)) as opposed to the 
situation in the previous proof. Also, each cj is joined to each pi (1 s i s n) by at 
most m - s edges and to each Ui (r + 2 < i s I) by at most (m - s)m edges; and 
since e,( *j)” u(uj)s uz -S and 
each aj is joined to co by at most m - s edges and to cl by at most (m - s) 
(m - s - 1) edges. 
Give G a balanced edge-colouring with m-s colours. We choose any colour 
ctass X, and the assignment of symbols to cells is the same as before only this time 
u. gets assigned x symbols immediately. As in the previous proof, since the 
number of edges joining each aj to cr i:, even it is always possible to place the 
same symbols in v2 as in ul, counting repetitions. 
As in the previous proof we are able to deduce that each cell is assigned the 
correct number of symbols, and that each symbol occurs the right number of times 
in P:+~ and P:+~. Furthermore, from the balance of the colouring and the remarks 
about the edges, it follows that in each cell u::+~,~ (1 s i s n) no symbol occurs 
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more than once, in each cell Uz+z,i (1 G i s n) no symbul occurs more than 
m-s - 1 times, in u. no symbol occurs more than once, in ul no symbol occurs 
mare than m - s - 1 times, in each cell fi (t + 2 G i s I) no symbol occurs more 
than m times, and finally in each cell gi (r + 2 s i s I) no symbol occurs more than 
m(m - s - 1) times. It orgy remains to show that in v3 no symbol occurs more than 
(m -s - l)* times, and that the appropriate version of (3) is true for v3. We first 
prove (7) below, where a’(~$ is the number of times the symbol aj is placed in vl. 
2?r’(Cj)~el(Cj)+(flZ-Ss l)-(f7Z-S- l)* for all UF ES (7) 
prosf of (7). We have e,(ai) =G (m - s)*- (m - s). If there is equality then 
n/@)= e,(q)/(m - S) = m -s - 1, and SO (7) is true (with equality). If el(cj) C 
(m-s)*--(m-s) let e,(a,)=a(m-s)+b where Osb~m-s-l. Then a~ 
m - s - 2. Now 27i’(a,) a 2[e1(oj)/( m - s)] = 2a, so (7) follows if we prove 
2u%z(m-s)+b+(m-s-1)-(m-s-l)*. 
Since el(mj) = a( m - s) + b is even, it is in fact enough to prove that 
Ia -(m-s-l)*-t(l+u)(m-s-l)+b-a. (8) 
But 
-(m-s-l)*+(l+u)(m-s-1)+6-u 
=u(m-s-2)-(m-s-l)*+(vti-s-l)+b 
d(m-s--2)*-(m-s-l)*+(m-s-l)+b 
= b-(m-s-2) 
G(m-s-I)-(m-s-2)= 1, 
which proves (8) and therefore (7). 
Now we prove that no symbol occurs more than (m - s - l)* times in uf. 
Let q be a symbol with n,(cj)=(m-s- l)*+ k, ka 1. Let S(uj) be 1 if aj is 
placed in vo, S(U$ = 0 if not. We must prove that aj is used at least k times in vo, 
or and u2 altogether, i.e., that 2m’(mj)+ 6(cj) 2 k. We have that el(uj) = 
~=~~j)-eo(oi)~(m-s-l)*+ k-(m-s) and that 8(oj)= 1 if there is equality. 
Hence, by (7), . 
2~‘(~j)+S(~j)~(m-s-1)2+k-(m-s)+1+(m-s-1)-(m-s-1)2 
=: 
as required. 
k, 
To complete the proof of the theo em we must prove the following two 
inequalities, where we have written v for v3, and the notation is as explained after 
(3), with m - s - 1 in place of m - s. 
1 (m-s-l-~~(u))+IZ,l6Im-s-lj~. 
UE Y, 
(9) 
c (~-s-l-n,(~))+~z”~~(m-s-1)(~S~-x). 
UEY, 
(10) 
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Rotif of (9). For each symbol cj, let 
ifmjE Y,, 
if Uj E Z,, 
otherwise. 
We claim that for each oj, 
r(Uj) s eo(Uj)- 6(Uj)m 
TO prove (1 l), first let aj E Y”. Then 
r(~j)=(m-s-l)-(m-s-1)2+~“(~j) 
=(Wl-S-l)d(m-S-l)2+ ~~(~j)-2n’(aj)--S(aj) 
s %(~j)-el(~j)-~(~j), (by 09)9 
= Q(Uj) - S(Uj). 
(11) 
Next let Oj E Z,. Then v”(gj) is odd. If S(cj) = 0 then also wc(gj) is odd, and by 
(4) and (6L ( ) e. aj is odd, SO eo(Uj) - S(Uj) 3 1 = r(gj), as requiredl. If 6(aj) =: 1 then 
Vc(Uj) is even, and by (4) and (6), eo(gj) ik even; as S(oj) = 1 implies eo(uj) > Q we 
have r:b(Cj)- S(uj) 2 2- 1 = r(uj), SO (11) is true if uj E Z,. 
Finally, if r(uj) = 0 then (11) is obviously true. 
From (1 l), we can deduce (9): 
= f r(Uj) G 2 (eo(Uj) - S(Uj)) 
j-1 
=(vn-~)sc-i:~ (by (6)), 
:= (m -- s - 1)x. 
This proves (9). 
Proof of-( 10). For each symbol uj, let 
if UjEy”, 
if Uj E Z,, 
otherwise. 
We claim that for each uj, 
y(Uj) s WZ -- S - 1 - t?o(Uj) + S(Uj). 
TO prove (12), first assume that uj E y,. Then 
Tu(Uj) = ‘TT,(Uj)-2?T’(Uj)- S(Uj) 
=eo(kTj)+el(Uj)-2~‘(Uj)-8(Uj)3eo(Uj)-S(Uj) 
(12) 
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since e,(ui 13 2W’(cj), and this gives 
YbUj) = m - S - 1 - V”(Uj) s m - S - 1 - e,(Uj) + 6(Uj). 
Next let Uj E z,. Then n;(q)+ m-s- 1 (mod 2). If 6(uj) = 1 then Wc(uj)E 
m 0-d - 1 (mod 2) and so, by (4) and (6) e,(uj) = m - s - 1 (mod 2). Since 
eC,(~j)Gu(~j)bm-s we get eO(oj)Gm-s-l and then m-s-l-e,(mj)+ 
6(oi) 3 1 = r(aj)+ as required. If S(o,) = 0 then rc(cj) + m - s - 1 (mod 2) giving 
e&) + m - S - 1 (mod 2), and when S(aj) = 0 we cannot have eo(oj) = m - S, SO 
e&q 1 s m -s-2. So again nz-s- 1 - eO(ai) t S(oj) s 1 = r(gj)* Hence (12) is true 
for UN E 2”. 
Finally, if r(uj) = 0 (12) is true because eo(uj) G m - s with equality implying 
I = 1. !SO (12) is satisfied for all uj. Therefore 
C (tlZ-S-l-Wv(Uj))+IZu( 
OQYC 
= f y(Uj)s f (m-s I l-eo(Uj)+S(Uj)) 
j-1 j-1 
= 
PI ( m-s-1)-(m-s)x+x 
= (m - s - l)(lSl-- x). 
This proves ( lo), and so the proof of the theorem is complete. Cl 
In Example 9 we show two exact symmetric latin squares, one having a 
diagonal cell for which the lower bound of (2) fails, the other having a diagonal 
cell for which the upper bound of (2) fails. Hence neither can be obtained by 
merging cells of an exact symmetric latin square without repetition of bigger size. 
Example 9. See Fig. 16. The square B1 is an exact symmetric (4,4, 12)~latin 
square which is not the (2,2)-merger of an exact symmetric (2,2,3)-latin square 
without repetition, since 
1 (m- LI,(o))+lZ,I = 8>6= KM. 
a15 Y, 
1 1 1 1 3 4 5 6 
2 2 2 2 3 4 5 6 
3456 3456 
3 4 5 6 1111 
3 4 5 6 2 2 2 2 
3 4 5 6 3 4 5 6 
12 3 4 
12 34 
12 3 4 
-m 
12 3 4 
12 3 4 
1234 
12 3 4 
12 3 4 
12 34 
123 4 
12 3 4 
12 3 4 
-a 
B1 
Fig. 16. 
B2 
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The square B2 is an exact symmetric (6,6, 12)-latin square which is not the 
(2,2)-merger of an exact symmetric (3,3,3)-latin Fquare without repetition, since 
PI m- C (m-?r,(a))-12~1=4<6=15f~. 
Corollaries 3.4.5, 3.4.6, and 3.4.7 are about mergers of (1, 1, x/p2)-latin 
squares, (1, 1, l)-latin squares and (2,2,1)-latin squares respectively; these 
squares are all without repetition. An analogue of Corollary 3.4.8 for the 
“without repetition” case also holds. 
3.5. Concluding remarks 
This is the first of two papers introducing generalized latin rectangles and 
together covering construction, decomposition and embedding of such rectangles. 
Here in Part I we have given the definitions (Section 1) and the edge-colouring 
prerequisites (Section 2) for both parts. Then, in Section 3, we have considered 
methods of constructing eneralized latin rectangles. We have showed ways of 
obtaining generalized latin rectangles from others, and in each case we have 
investigated whether a given rectangle could have been obtained from another by 
the relevant method, thus getting decomposition results. 
There are various ways of generalizing the decomposition theorems. See e.g. [ 1] 
for an application to set-multiplication tables for quasigroups, and [8] for applica- 
tions to school time-tabling and frequency squares (F-squares). 
In Par; II embeddings of generalized latin rectangles will be considered. ‘The 
results will include generalizations of well-known results due to A. Cruse, to T. 
Evans, to M. Hall, and to H.J. Ryser. 
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